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On a type of universal forms in discretely valued fields. 
By STEFAN SCHWARZ in Bratislava (¿SR). 
In the papers [9] and [10] 1 dealt with the representation of the ele-
ments of a finite field GF(pf) by the forms 
ai*î + flîxS+---+fl.*î, a^GF(pf). 
I proved especially the following 
T h e o r e m 1. Let GF(pf) be a finite field of characteristic p. Let be 
d = (pf—1, k)^kp—\. Suppose that au a2,.. .,a6 are elements Ç GF(p') with 
Oiflj... aa=t=0. Then the equation 
01*1 + 02X2 H \-aàxki = b • 
has a solution with *1( *2, ...,*,> € GF(pf) for every b Ç GF(pf)-
This theorem will be proved again as a special case of the more general 
Theorem 3 below. 
CHEVALLEY [2] proved: If / (* , , x.2,..*„) is any polynomial in n vari-
ables with coefficients ^GF(pf) in which the constant term is zero and if 
the degree of / (* , , * s , . . * „ ) is less than n then 
/ (* i ,* 2 ) . . . , *„ ) ==0 
is soluble in GF(pf) with not all the unknowns equal to zero. 
It follows from this theorem that 
OiXi + Os*2 \-akxl—bxM ==0, o,, b £ GF(pf) 
is always (i. e. for every k is l ) soluble with not all *. equal to zero. But 
this fact does not imply that every b € GF(pf) is representable in the form 
b = a1xt+a2x2+---+akxl 
Let, for instance, GF(T) be a field with 49 elements. We can represent all 
elements f £ GF(T) in the form | = «0 + a j («„, a, = 0 , 1 , 6 ) , where y 
satisfies the irreducible equation y a + l = 0 (mod 7). Then the equation 
x ? + x 2 + . . . + * f - y * S = 0 
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is soluble in GF(T) (f. i. with x , = ••• = x 7 — 1, xs = x9 = 0). But it is easy 
to show (see [9], p. 124) that 
is not soluble with x,, x s , . . . , xB £ GFtf2). Hence the theorem of CHEVALLEY 
is not sharp enough to prove theorems like Theorem 1. 
An other direction in which investigations have been made is the 
following. Let / ( * ! , . . . , x „ ) be a homogeneous polynomial in n variables of 
degree r over a p-adic number field K with integral coefficients. Then CHE-
VALLEY'S theorem asserts that 
/ ( x , , x 2 , . . . ,x„) = 0 (modp) 
has always a non-zero integral solution if n > r. But this does not imply that 
/ (x, , x 2 , . . . , x n ) = 0 (modp') is soluble for every / ¡ ^ 1 . / ( x , , . . . , x „ ) = 0 
need not be soluble in K. 
It is known (see [1]) that to every r there exists a number &(r) such 
that if n ^ 0(r) f(xu...,x„) = 0 is soluble in K. HASSE [4] proved that for 
the quadratic case n ^ 5 is sufficient. (See also JONES [5] . ) Recently D E M -
YANOV [3] and LEWIS [7| proved that, for every cubic homogeneous polyno-
mial with n 10, f(xI,. . . ,x„) = 0 has in K a non-trivial solution. 
For the inhomogeneous case — as far as I know — complete results 
are known only for quadratic forms. It holds f. i. (see JONES [5] , p. 4 6 ) : 
Let Rp be the rational p- adic field. If f(xu...,xn) is an rz-ary quadratic form 
with coefficients in Rp, with a non-zero determinant and n 4, then / = b 
is solvable in Rp for any number b in Rp. 
In this paper we shall study inhomogeneous polynomials of the form 
O i x i + Ooxo-I — b 
over a field K complete under a discrete non-archimedian valuation 
a,,a2,.. .,as, being integral elements £ K. 
The situation is in some sense analogous to the homogeneous case 
mentioned above. Let, for instance, K — R 3 be the rational 3-adic field. The 
congruence 4 = x? + xi!-|-x;j (mod 3) has solutions with integral Xi€R3. But 
4 = x ? - f + (mod3s) has not a solution with integral Xi£R3. Hence 
4 = x? + x^-|-x3 is not soluble with integral elements 
We shall show that under suitable suppositions (but far-not always!) 
the solvability of such equations can be assured by taking a sufficiently 
large number of summands. 
There is an important remark to the example just discussed. If we 
admit x , ,x 2 ,x 3 to be any elements £ Rs the equation 4 = x? + xi-|-xi has in 
/?j a solution. It is well known that every rational number is a sum of three 
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rational cubes. In our case we have f. i. 4 
47 53 course 2q and - j ^ - are not integral elements € Rs- This shows clearly the 
distinction between the solution of equations from K in integral and non 
necessarily integral elements £ K. It will be good to keep it in mind since 
we shall be mostly "concerned (in essential) with solutions in integral ele-
ments £ K. 
We shall use the following notations. K denotes a field, complete under 
a discrete nOn-archimedian valuation. Let / be the ring of integers tí a 
local prime of K, y = the prime ideal generated by -t. We shall assume 
that the residue class field I = //p is a finite field. The residue class contai-
ning the element a£l will be denoted _by a. If f(xu x.2t..., xn) is a polyno-
mial with coefficients in / the symbol f(xlt x2,..., x„) denotes the correspond-
ing polynomial with coefficients in /. (In section III the symbol a has a 
somewhat different meaning.) 
We shall study two cases: 
A. The field K has characteristic 0. It is the derived field of an algeb-
raic number field R(S) complete under a valution corresponding to a prime 
ideal p of / [# ] ' ) . i- e. K = R { & \ . 
B. K has characteristic p. K is the field of formal power series in 
x (containing only a finite number of negative powers) with coefficients in a 
finite field GF(pf). 
In both cases every element a £ K is representable in the form of an 
infinite series (with the known definition of convergence) 
0 ) + X v ^ O . OoH=0, o ¿ 6 3i. 
In the case A we can choose ti as an integer of the field R(9-) with 
the property p | | t t , i. e. x r ~ 0 (mod p) but t te^O (modp2); denotes an 
arbitrary fixed complete system of representants of the residue classes mod p 
containing the number 0. 
In the case B we can choose rv to be equal to the indeterminate x and 
m is identified with the field GF(p')-
If in the case A N(p) = pf, then the residue classes //p (containing the 
representantes a<€ 5R) form in both cases a field isomorphic to GF(pf). 
') /?(d) denotes a simple algebraic extension of the field of rational numbers /?. 
_/[#] is the ring of algebraic integers £/?(#). 
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I. 
The main result of this section, in which we restrict the considerations 
to the case (k,p)=\, is based on the Theorem 1. The proof holds in 
exactly the same way for both cases A, B. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let K be a discretely valued complete field of the type 
A or B. 
a) Let k>\ be an integer2), (k,p) = 1. 
b) Let be 1 ^(k,pf—\) = d^p—\. 
c) Let a\, a2,.. .,aM be d+ 1 integral elements £ K, at a*... aa+1 
(mod p). 
Then every a^K can be written in the form 
(2 ) fligi + a a g + . - . + a ^ i S f ! , 
/'. e. the equation 
tf! + a-2 xS H b 1 xS+i = a 
has for every a a solution j=2>.. - , € K. 
P r o o f . 1. Let a be of the form (1). If v>0 we can arrange it (by 
multiplication) that the number v in the denominator is a multiple of k and 
has the form 
a = + h + ' • • + h-1 1 + b" + "" • ) 
(/ an integer). It is further possible to choose I so that at least one of the 
elements b0, bi,..., bk-i is different from zero.3) Our theorem will be proved 
if we show that the element 
b = b0 + blrc+b,7i?+---, bit®. 
can be written in the form (2). 
2. In what follows we denote . 
(3) / ( x )==a 1 x i + fl2x2+---+a<x5—b. 
Let VA be the ¿-dimensional vector space over K. A vector v = [§i, fe,..., 
h^K will be called primitive if 
a) ?, £ / for every / (1 ^ i ^ d), . - _ 
2) The case k = 1 is trivial. 
3) To this end it is sufficient to find I with the property 0 ¿ I k — » < k and to 
write a = —(a07i'k-v 4_ „ik-r+1 + ...). 
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b) there exists at least one i with § ¿ ^ 0 (mod p). 
If the coordinates of the vector v satisfy the equation / ( x ) = 0 we write 
/ (v) = 0. 
3. Suppose first that b (mod p). According to Theorem 1 / (x ) = 0 
has a solution with x l t . . . , x n £ / , i.e. there exists a vector v, = [ |n, fei, •••. &51I 
such that /(vi) = 0 (mod p). This vector is primitive since otherwise it would 
be 6 = 0 ( m o d p ) contrary to the supposition. 
Let be /(v,) = / ( ! n , • • •, §51) = c -7f \ where n m ||/(v,) and c € / . 
Hence /(v,) = 0 (mod p'"). 
Find a vector r\.2, . satisfying the relation 
i 
(4) c + ^Aflil?i"r»ji = 0(modp). 
Since c ^ O ( m o d p ) and for at least one i ka^H'E=0(mod p) such a vector 
exists. Put 1 + and consider the primitive vector v2=[tio, £*>,.. -, §<52]-
It holds 
/ ( v 2 ) = £ a ^ n + i j i T t » y - b = 
¿=1 
= / ( v , ) + £ a M V * * * + ¿ ( 2 ) ? a 2 + • • • = 
= 71 c + J + x* Z ( J | a g f V + " • • • 
For / § 2 we have /m a /72 + 1 ; with respect to (4) we get 
/(v2) = 0 (mod pmH)-
This rule can be repeated. Let be f(v.2) = c'-?r'"', m's m +1, *r m ' | | / ( v 2 ) 
and c'^l. Hence /(v2) = 0 (mod p"1'). Find a vector [?,, u , . . . , £4] satisfying 
d 
c' + 2 Ci = 0 (mod p). 
1=1 
Such a vector exists. Let us put §,3 = '¿a + ^ t ' " ' - Then the primitive vector 
vs = [§13,523, satisfies the relation 
/(vs) = 2 a & M ^ ' f - b = 7tm' \c' + £ ka&1 d + 
¿=1 L i=i 
i. e. 
/(V s)=:0(modpm '+1). 
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By this rule a sequence of primitive vectors v ! , v 2 , v3 , . . . can be found 
such that /(v.) = 0 (mod pm+i)-
Since the ring / and the set of integral elements of K which are 
{mod p) are both compact there exists a subsequence of the sequence 
v u v-2, v. i , . . . which converges to a primitive vector v = •••, ?<s]. (By the 
convergence of a sequence of vectors we mean here the componentwise con-
vergence.) Since / ( x ) is a continuous function we get / (v) = 0. Our theorem 
in the câse (mod p) is proved even with the sharper result that we can 
choose Xi+i = 0. 
4. Let be ¿> = 0(modp) . The rule just applied cannot be used since 
Theorem 1 does not assure the existence of a primitive vector Vj satisfying 
/(vi) = 0 (mod p). 
Consider therefore the element d = b\—aM. Since rf^O(modp) there 
exists a primitive vector v = [ I , , . . . , such that 
b — = h attô-
Hence it is 
Theorem 2 is completely proved. 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 and the remark under 4 above 
the validity of the following 
T h e o r e m 2a. Let the suppositions of Theorem 2 be satisfied with the 
modification that we have only d integral elements a,, a2 ,as€K, where 
ai • a2 • • • at ^ 0 (mod p). Then, if the congruence 
ûixï -| 1- atXi = 0 (mod p) 
has at least one non-zero solution, then every element b d K can be written in 
the form 
R e m a r k 1. The result of Theorem 2 is sharp in the sense that, in 
general, the number à + 1 cannot be replaced by a less one. We show this 
on an example in the rational p-adic field Rp . 
Choose p = l, k = 2 (hence d = 2) and o1 = a2 = a 3 = 1. According to 
Theorem 2 every a £ /?7 can be written in the form 
a = + T. 
But it is not true that a = 7 can be written in thé form 
<5) 7 = g + g . 
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We show first that if (5) holds then £> are necessarily integral ele-
ments £/?7 . Let be 
& = J * (§» + In • 7 + | 1 2 • r - + • • •), lio #= 0 , 
•lis € 9t = {0 ,1 , . . . , 6}, (i > 0, v > 0. Without loss of generality suppose 
!* ^ >'.*) The condition (5) implies 
<6) 7 = ^ ( 2 : 0 + . . . y + J ^ ^ + . - . y , 
i. e. 
7 2 " + 1 — ( § i o + • • - f - 1 ^ • + • • • ) - = 0 . 
If — v > 0 there would be |10 = 0(mod7), contrary to the assumption. If 
/i—v = 0 we get §To + ?lo = 0(mod 7), which can be satisfied only with 
lio = IM = 0. again contrary to the supposition. 
Now, we show that there cannot exist integral elements 
| i = ? i o + l a - 7 + £ a - 7 2 + - - - , € 5R (/ — 1 , 2 ) 
satisfying (5). Substituting in (5) we get |?0 + Uo = 0 (mod 7). This implies 
•lio = la> = 0. But then (5) gives 
7 = (7 | n +. . - ) s + (7|« + ---)s. 
i. e. 7 = 0 (mod 7-), what is impossible. 
R e m a r k 2. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2 that under the 
suppositions a)—c) every integral element £ K can be written in the form (2) 
with integral | , , . . |3 + i £ K. 
We show on an example that in the representation of an integral ele-
ment a € K by means of integral l i , . . . , Ia+i£ A" the condition (k,pf—\)^p—1 
cannot be replaced by a less sharp condition.5) 
Let K be the derived field of the Gaussian field /?(/) complete under 
the p-adic valuation, where p = [7]. We have 7V(p) = T. Choose k = 8; then 
d = (8, 72—1) = 8 > 6. We can take . t = 7. Every integral element £ K is of 
the form 
4) If ft > 0 then we have also v > 0. For n > 0, v ^ 0 would imply that the right 
hand side of (6) is a non-integral element £/?7 , whereas the left hand side is clearly an 
integral element £/?7 . 
5) It remains open whether the condition {k, pf— \)<,p—\ can be replaced by a 
less sharp if we admit for | 1 ( . . . , ? a + 1 any numbers £K. 
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where 5R denotes f. i. the numbers a + bi (a, 6 = 0 , 1 , . . . , 6 ) . We show that 
it is not possible to write i as a sum of eighth powers of integral ele-
ments The relation 
/' = I (&» + • § . * • 7 + GA • V- + • • - ) 8 , £ 91, 
would imply 
(7) i = ±& (mod [7]). 
k=l 
But for every number a + bi it. holds 
(a + bty = ef + 8dibi-\ h 8 a b 7 i + b8 = a8 + bs + abi(aB—be) (mod [7]). 
If at least one of the numbers a,b is equal to zero we have ab = 0 (mod [7]). 
If a =}=0, ¿>4=0 we have an—lf= 1 — 1 = 0 (mod [7]). In both cases we have 
therefore 
& = (ak + ib,,f = at + bt = at + bl (mod [7]). 
The relation (7) implies 
5 
i = Z ( a t + bt) (mod [7]), 
what is impossible, since a number of the form - y i — Z(ài + bï) is not 
an algebraic integer of the field /?(/). 
R e m a r k 3. Let K=RP be the rational /7-adic field. Suppose p> 2. 
If we apply the result of Theorem 2 and 2a to the case k = 2 we get well-
known results concerning quadratic forms. Let aua.j,as be arbitrary integral 
elements £RP, 0 (mod p).a) Every number a£Rp can be written 
in the form 
For every integral 6 ^ 0 (mod/?) and arbitrary integral a,, a2 £ RP with 
a^a-i ^ 0 (modp) it is even possible to writte b = al%] + ai£%,$i£ Rp. 
These and analogous results concerning quadratic forms are treated in 
detail in the book of B . W . J O N E S [5 ] . 
The condition ala.1a3 ^ 0 (mod p) cannot be replaced by the weaker condition 
<7,a2a34=0, since for instance the equation 6 = x?-J-jcl + 3*1 is not soluble in R3 with 
integral xu x2 , x3£R3. 
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II. 
In theorem 2 we supposed nothing about the characteristic of the field 
K (i. e. there was not necessary to distinguish between the cases A and B). 
But it was of course essential that (k,p) = 1. The difficulties which made 
impossible to prove Theorem 1 in the case (k, p)> 1 are clearly to see for 
instance in the equation (4) since this equation reduces in this case to a 
contradiction c = 0 (mod p). 
In the following we shall give a full discussion of the case ( k , p l . 
Write k = hp, (k0, p) = 1, i l 0. 
The case B, where the fields K and //p have both characteristic p, 
can be settled at once. 
Suppose t> 0. Let a,,a,,..., a, be integral elements € K. The equation 
(8) û = fliçÏH 
need not have for any s > 0 a solution with £ K.1) 
Every element a£K can be written in the form of a formal power 
series in the indeterminate x 
a = ax-'w -¡-p.-r+iX-''"1 H h ccn + cc1x + cc2x-ji , 
«. € 5R = GF(p') ^ / [xj. The /t-th power of a £ K is of the form 
a t = ( c . 1 . x - " H 1-«« + « ! * + ••• )*"' = 
= \aCx-'' + c/r+ix('^ + • • • + ag + « i V + • • 
We show easily that the element x cannot be written as a sum of ft-th 
powers of elements £ K.s) For if it were 
X = Z = J V [ x - r ; (|.„ + S., X + S , , + . . , y f t • 
it would hold also 
x=]£ lx"'i!''(ïo + x'f + & x1'' + • • •)]'", 
i=i 
where Si; = £,'/. Without loss of generality suppose i\ g v., s - - a rs. We have 
= ( l i o + • • • ) ' ' " + ^ " " ^ " " ' ( c i i + + • • • ) * ' " + ••• + 
7) Independently of the fact whether (k, p?— I) <p— 1 holds or not. 
8) I. e. we put in (8) a, = a2 = - • - = a, — 1. 
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Hence (since clearly r , must be ^ 0) 
(9) x"'*°*<+1 = r / 0 + + + ••• + i ? n S o x " ' ^ < ( m o d x ^ J ) 
with some r/lf jj2 
Since / ^ \,p ^ 2, we have p' ^ 2. On the right hand side of the equation 
(9) we have a polynomial in xp. But the exponent vlk0p' + 1 on the left hand 
side of (9) is clearly not divisible by p S u c h a relation is impossible and 
our assertion is proved. 
III. 
In the following we shall restrict the considerations to the case of a 
derived field of an algebraic number field R{9), complete under a p-adic 
valuation. This field will be denoted by K= R(9-)V. The symbol J[9] denotes 
the ring of algebraic integers of the field R{9). 
We prove a series of lemmas with the final aim to prove a theorem 
analogous to Theorem 1 dealing with the finite ring /[#]/p<+1 instead of the 
finite field / [#] /p . 
Lemmas 1—3 which are well-known in the theory of algebraic numbers 
are quoted without proofs. (They can be found for instance in 0 . ORE [8], 
pp. 51— 61.) • 
Throughout all this section let further be N(v)=pf, / s i , p s 2.3) The 
polynomial 
( 1 0 ) <p(x) = x f + a x x f l + - - - + a f 
denotes an arbitrary (fixed chosen) polynomial of degree / w i t h rational inte-
gral coefficients and leading coefficient 1 irreducible (mod p). 
L e m m a 1. The congruence 
(11) 9>(x) = x'+a , 1x' r-1-| \-af=0 (modp) 
has just / (mod p) distinct solutions € /[$•]. If one of the solutions is the n f_ ] 
number a £/[#], then the numbers ap, c , . . . . or are the remaining solutions 
0 / ( l l ) . 
L e m m a 2. If a €/[#] is an arbitrary fixed chosen solution of (11), then 
the numbers 
(12) C(a) = c0 + Ci<r + • • • + Cf-i af'1 
(c; = 0, l , . . . , p — 1 ) form a complete system of representors 'of the residue 
classes (mod p). 
\ 
9) The restriction p 3 will not be necessary until we treat Theorem 4. 
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R e m a r k . If / = 1 , the number a does not appear, of course, explicitly* 
in (12). 
L e m m a 3. Let it be an algebraic number for which p \\-t holds. Let 
u be an integer, u ^ 0. Then a complete set of représentants of the residue 
classes (mod pu+1) is given by the following //("+I) = N(p)"+1 (mod p"+1 incon-
grue nt) numbers: 
(13) C0(a) + C,(a)-rr+---+C4a)^. 
Here a£j[9-\ is defined as a solution of the congruence (11) and the 
set Ci(a) has a meaning which is clear from the Lemma 2. 
R e m a r k : If p| |p we can choose n = p . 
Till to the end of the paper we shall use the following notations. Let 
be k == k0pl, (k0,p)=\, / == 0. Put d = (k0,pf—\). The symbol Z denotes 
the ring of residue classes (mod p m ) . The symbol Z0 denotes the set of 
non-zero residue classes (mod pi+1). The symbol Z* denotes the group of 
residue classes (mod p<+1) which are relatively prime to p.10) Finally the sym-
bol Z(t> denotes the set of all non-zero residue classes (mod pi+1) which are 
k-ïh powers of residue classes (mod p'4*1). 
The elements of the sets Z, Z0, Z*, Z(*° are classes mod pi+1. The class 
whose représentant is the number n will be denoted by n. 
L e m m a 4. Letbek>\,k=k0pt, (k0,p)=l, p| p, p j| n. Denotel= 
where I, q are integers g l. Then, 
a) for p s 2, 1 ^ l s k, we have pm|>l; 
b) for we have pff2 
c) for k, we have p'^1 \l; 
d) for p = 2, / § 3 , we have p1+2j/l. 
P r o o f . Let us put / = /0-p', ( 4 , p ) = l , where 1 ^ t ^ t. Then11) 
Therefore I is divisible by p°", where a ^ m — t + l0çpx—t. 
In the case a) :m ^ t+21—r s t +1. 
In the case b) :m a t + l0p'—t — t + l—t. If r = 0, we have m^t + 
- F - l ^ t + 2 . If T > 0 , we have m S t+3'—r ^ t+2. 
The case c). If r = 0, we have m = t + l g — r = t + l o ^ t + 2 Q ^ t + 
+ P + 1. If r s 1, we have m^t+ 1 -21-q—t ^t + 2q—\ ^ / + ( > + 1 . 
10) Let us recall that the group Z* is — in general — not cyclic. 
» ) The symbol (^Q"1) denotes 1. 
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The case d). If t = 0, we have /n = f+/(> s f + 3 . If i > 0 and it 
holds / = /„-2T ^ 3, then we have a) either r = 1, 3, /?) or r ^ 2. In the 
case a ) .we have m s t+l0p'—T = / - f 3 - 2 — l = f + 5 . In the case /?) we get 
This proves Lemma 4. 
L e m m a 5. Lei k , j i ftvo numbers Then a = p (mod p) 
implies </=è^ (mod pf+l). 
Proof: Well-known. 
L e m m a 6 . We find all elements of the set Z<® among the classes 
which are represented by the numbers 
[c0 + cxa hCM«f"'F (mod p m ) 
pf— 1 {Ci = 0,1 ,. ..,p—1). Among these classes there exist precisely ^ non-zero 
distinct classes. Each of these non-zero classes (mod pi+1) is at the same time 
a non-zero class (mod p)12) 
P r o o f . With respect to (12) the représentant of every class ¿ô Ç Z(A:) 
can be written in the form 
(o •=[C0(a) + Cx{a)u + • • • + C ((«)-^]4 = 
= lC 0 (e)+ «•£>(«)]*, (mod p<+1), 
where 
D(a) = C^a) + C2(a)u + • • • + C,(«) 
. Hence it is 
(14) l o ^ C t i a f + ^ . ^ r t C M T ' D i a y . 
According to Lemma 4a every member of the second summand in (14) is 
= 0 (mod p'+l), i. e. 
uj =e Ca(af = (c0 + c,« + \ - c h x a ' - ( m o d p'+1)-
This proves the first assertion of Lemma 6. 
We wish to establish now how many among the numbers 
<15) [c0+c1a+..-+<7-ia<'-1]*, O ^ d ^ p — 1 
are distinct (mod pt+1). 
, 2) This means: among the numbers which are not relatively prime to p only the 
number 0 is a Ar-th power (mod pi+1)- This is in general not ~ true for Ar-th power residues 
(modpt+2). For instance: take in the field of rational numbers k = 2, p — 2. Then the 
quadratic residues (mod 8) are the numbers 0, 1, 4. Here 4 is divisible by p = 2. Hence 
the squares 4=0 do not form a group. 
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Let us establish first how many of the numbers (15) are different (mod p). 
We have clearly 
(o = [c„ + c1cH b <7-i af-{]k»i}> = [c„ -j- C\a'f + c.a2"' -j h c^aW'f0 
(mod p). 
According to Lemma 1 the number a p t = /i is one of the solutions of the 
congruence (11). Write 
(16) + (mod p) 
The non-zero classes (mod p) form a cyclic group of order pf — 1. The 
classes which are Ar0-th powers form a subgroup of index 6 — (k0,pf—1). 
Hence among the classes represented by the numbers (15) there exist just 
pf— i pf i 
^ non-zero different classes (mod p). Therefore there exist at least ^ 
different classes (mod p'+1). 
The symbol « ( « / , o>") denotes in the following numbers belonging to 
the set (15). We shall show that even (mod pi+1) there exist among the num-
pf— 1 bers (15) exactly —different numbers. To this end it is sufficient to prove 
that w ' = w " (mod p) implies w' = a)" (mod p'+1). 
Let be 
(17) ,,) = (c!,-f c\« + • • • + c'f-xat 'f = o>" = (Co' + d'a +••• +c'/.laf-1)k 
(mod p), 
i. e. 
•(18) = (en + ci /*+••• + c'f.i p-y-' = <»" = (cu + ciV+ • • • + c'fLi 
(mod p), 
where ¡3=a" ' . 
According to FERMAT'S theorem a = (modp). Let 
r be an integer such that rf< t s (r+1)/. Raise (18) to the power 
r = =p«+i)r- ' . Since f =a p ( r J r l ) f = a (modp) and ¿ i~Ci (mod p) we get 
(co-j-c[a + • • • +c;--i«k-1)l'» = (c6' + Cl'+ • • • (mod p). 
If we denote 
we get 
{19) ¡L '==l" (mod p) 
According to Lemma 5 it follows from (19) 
= (mod pf+I), 
A2 
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i. e. 
(ci,-fc[a + • • • + c ' f - ^ y = (c!>' + c['a+---+ c'Ua^f (mod p ,+1) 
(20) (o' = (o" (mod p'+l). 
This proves Lemma 6. 
The numbers (15) (with exception of zero) are not divisible by p. This 
remark enables to prove at once the following 
L e m m a 7. a) The set Z® forms a group, Z^czZ^'K b) For the 
index [Z*:Z<*>] we have [ Z * : Z ^ ] = / / ' d . 
P r o o f . The statement a) is clear from the precedent. The order of the 
group Z* is 
<fiv'~l) = /V(p^) [l - - ^ - j =^(p/-1). 
pf—l 
According to Lemma 6 the order of the group Z(k) is —^—. Hence 
index [Z*: Z'A>] = pf'(pf—1) : = pi'. <$. 
L e m m a 8. Let n --t= 0 be an arbitrary element £ Z. Every complex 
pi i 
n Zik> contains precisely ^ different elements. 
R e m a r k . The set Z (with respect to multiplication) is not a group, 
merely a semigroup. For n € Z* the assertion of the Lemma is an elementary 
fact of the theory of groups (since Z(k) is a subgroup of Z*). It is impor-
tant that the lemma holds also for n £ Z — Z * . 
P r o o f . Let |fc, ljk be two elements £ Z(fc). It is sufficient to prove: if 
n is a non-zero class (mod p w ) , then 
ns? = nrf (modp'+1) implies £fc = if (mod pi+l). 
Let be p;j![n], 0^j<t+1. Then pH"1|/i(§t — i f ) implies pi+1-J |j=*—rfr 
i. e. r' = if (mod p'Tl">). The more there is therefore 
(21) 5* = i f (mod p). 
In the same manner as we deduced (20) from (17) we can deduce from (21) 
e= if (mod p'r l). This proves Lemma 8. 
L e m m a 9. Two complexes niZ^, n2Z(Ar), ni,n>dZ (n\,m~ non-zero 
classes) are either disjoint or iaentical. 
P r o o f . Suppose that the intersection is non vacuous, i. e. there exist 
two elements l k , T k £ Z ( k ) such that nx ik = n2~nk, i .e . n ^ = n2rf (mod p'+1). 
Since Z', there exists an element f i ^ Z * such that = l (mod pt+1). 
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Hence we have m = n2(Si rj)k (mod p'+1). Therefore ni Z<k) = n2(//£,)*Z№) = 
= 7F2Z<*>, which proves the iemma. 
A corollary of the lemmas proved above is the 
L e m m a 10. The ring Z of residue classes (modp'+i) is a sum of 
n/(i+l)_] _ 
J——f—j— d +1 disjoint complexes of the form n Z(,,). One of the complexes 
contains a single element 0, every of the remaining complexes contains exactly 
^ , * elements, o 
Therefore it is possible to write the ring Z (in a unique way) as a 
sum of disjoint summands 
(22 ) Z = 0 + « 1 Z"' ' - f«oZ"' ' l - i 
_ _ _ nA'+D—1 
where / n = l , /z,£Z, s ~ r . ^—6. 
In lemmas 11 and 12 we shall prove the possibility to choose the num-
ber « € / [ # ] in a special way which turns out to be essential for the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
Lemma 11. Let be f s 1, r)' = (k„, p' — 1) S p —1-. Then there exists a 




Proof. 1 3) Let be / > 1 . Every irreducible polynomial (modp) of degree 
/ divides 
(24) x"''-1—1. 
The polynomial (23) divides the polynomial (24). We shall show that the 
sum of degrees of all irreducible polynomials dividing (23) with a degree 
pi — 1 < / i s less than the number —^—. This will prove Lemma 11. For, first 
(23) has not (mod p) factors of degree > / , secondly the sum of degrees of 
pf—\ 
all (mod p) irreducible polynomials dividing (23) is exactly ^ — . Hence 
(23) has at least one factor of degree / . 
The polynomial (23) has only irreducible factors of a degree d, where 
d j f . Such an irreducible factor of degree d divides xp<l—x. Therefore the sum 
•a) See [9], p. 125. For / = 1 the lemma is trivial. 
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of degrees of all irreducible factors of degree d is at most p\ The sum of 
degrees of all irreducible factors of (23) of degree < / is less then the number 
• « = 2 • 
Hence 
d-.Tl ./=i p—l o 
i. e. o < This proves our Lemma. 
L e m m a 12. The number a in Lemma 2 (or 3) can be chosen in such 
a manner that 
« = ,**• (mod p'+l), 
where f! 6 /[•'/]. 
P r o o f . Let us choose for the polynomial (11) such an irreducible 
polynomial ip(x) of degree / which divides (23) According to Lemma 11 this 
is possible. The root «, £ J[S-] of the congruence 
(25) q>{x) = x'+axxf-'i-\ \-a,~0 (mod p) 
satisfies the more the congruence 
ii± x 6 — 1 0 (mod p). 
We have therefore 
•V(PI-1 
(26) «, * = 1 (mod p), d = {ku,N(v)-\). 
It is well-known that (26) is satisfied by those and only those numbers 
«, £ which are Ar„-th powers (mod p), i. e. for which 
(27) «, = /?""•« (mod p) 
holds. Hence every solution of (25) is a Ar0-th power (modp). According to 
Lemma 5 it follows from (27) 
= = f (mod p'+1). 
The number a f is simultaneously with «! a solution of (25). Denoting a = a t 
we get 
cc = ¡Sk (mod pi+1), 
which proves our Lemma. 
Lemmas 1—12 hold independently whether p||p or only p|p. From 
now on suppose explicitly p||p. Then in Lemma 3 we can write p instead of .-t. 
Hence the residue classes belonging to Z are just represented by the numbers 
(28) C0(«) + C,(«)P + • • • + C,(«)/>'• 
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By rearranging this expression we see that every number from (28). can 
be written in the . form 
tfo + d,a + d^ + • • • + df-iaT-1, 
where di are rational integers. This implies the validity of the following Lemma 
L e m m a 13. Let be p | |p . Then every element £ Z can be represented 
by just one of the numbers 
(29) § = </„ + £/,« + • • • + < / m « ' - V . 
where di runs through all numbers 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , p i + 1 — 1 . 
From now (till to the end of this paper) we shall choose the représen-
tants of the classes € Z exclusively from the set (29). Thus the représentant 
is uniquely determined. 
We introduce two notions. The numbers (d0,du.. .,df-i) will be called 
the coordinates of the element the number of coordinates different from 
zero will be called the length of the element ç. If 1^=0 the length I is an 
integer, 1 ^ / ^ / . 
Choose the number a in Lemma 13 so that a = ^ k (mod pi+1). Then 
it holds 
L e m m a 14. Let £,n-Zw be a non-zero complex, § of the length I. 
Then there exists a number t\ of the same length I having the first coordinate 
d0 =|= 0 and satisfying the relation 
P r o o f , a) If / = 1 the assertion is trivial, since the représentant of 
every non-zero complex has the first (and only first) coordinate =p 0. 
b) S u p p o s e / > 1 and % = dea0 + dsHrla<*l-\ \ -d M af - 1 (d94=0, & ^ 1). 
Since a and therefore ae, ar* are k-ïh powers (mod pt+1) we have a, «?, 
a~e £Z<-kL Since Z(,i) is a group, we get 
Î n z ( k ) = Î n â ' 9 - Zm = f t F i . nZ^ = IfnZ^, 
where rt = dQ-\-dQ+ia-\ This proves the Lemma. 
Now we are able to prove the main theorem of this section : 
T h e o r e m 3. Let /?(#) be an algebraic number field of finite degree 
over the field of rational numbers. Let J[d-\ be the integral domain of algeb-
raic integers £ p a prime ideal of y[5-], N($) = pf,f ^ l ,p | |p. Let be 
pnt+1) i 
further d = (k,pf—\)^p—\, s — ^ 6. Suppose aua2,...,a, ares 
elements €/[#] with • a2 • • • as 0 (modp). Then the congruence 
b = a& + a£ ( m o d p M ) . 
has for every b € J[S\ a solution with €./[#]• 
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R e m a r k : In other words: under the above suppositions the equation 
is solvable in Z for every b £ Z. u) 
P r o o f . For b = 0 it is sufficient to choose §¡ = 0. Therefore we shall 
suppose b € Z0. 
1. We choose the arrangement of the complexes in the relation 
(30). Z0'= niZ«o + n->ZM+ • • • + ns Z(A) 
in a special way. 
First take the complex aiZ(k). Then we take the complex c2a-2Z<-k), 
where c> is chosen as follows. Among all numbers c> from (29) satisfying 
the condition 
( 3 1 ) c j f l i Z M c Z o — f l i Z W • 
we take those with the smallest length l± ̂  1. From them we choose the ele-
ment Cj = C02-f ct-i, >cef-1 such that Aw 4=0 artd Coa has the least 
possible positive value s 1. According to Lemma 14 this is always possible 
and by Lemma 13 we have 1 g cu> ^ pM—1. 
We show now that (if s > 1) an element satisfying (31) really exists. 
According to the assumption flo^O(modp), hence a ^ Z V ) Let us multiply 
(30) by a-2 4= 0. We get 
a-> Z0 = n i a, Z<k> -f n-> a? Z^ 4 'rnsa1ZaK 
Since a o ^ O ( m o d v ) it holds a2Z0 = Zo.v) Hence we get 
( 3 2 ) . Zo = nifl2Z<';> + no02Z^-^ h ^ Z W . 
This is a decomposition of Zo modulo the complex a>Z^k). Every summand 
is one of the complexes modulo Z(A). It follows from the equality of both 
14) Theorem 1 is a special case of Theorem 3 (for ? = 0). In this case the assump-
tion p | |p can be replaced by the weaker one p \p since in this case Lemma 13 holds 
without the assumption p||p. 
At the same time Theorem 3 is a wide generalization of an important theorem used 
in the Waring problem. (See LANDAU [6], p. 289, Satz 300 or VINOGRADOV [11], p. 273.) This 
theorem is obtained by putting in Theorem 3 / — I , a1 = fl.2= • • • = a s — 1. (The condi-
tion S ^ p — 1 is then automaticly satisfied, what enables much simpler proofs.) 
15) According to our agreement we choose always the représentant n of the class n 
from the set (29). 
l8) The complex a2Z{k) is one of the cosets of the decomposition of the group Z* 
modulo the subgroup Z(k\ 
1T) This follows from the fact that implies ¿2f== a5i?. For, a.2s = a,v, i. e> 
o2s = a2v (mod pn-i), would imply p'+i | —ij). Since p Jf a2 we would have p i + 1 |?— 
i. e. s S n i m o d p ' + i ) , S = v, contrary to the assumption. 
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sides in (32) that all complexes on the right hand side are disjoint. Hence 
if c2 runs through all elements €Zo,c20:>Z<w gives all complexes modulo 
and (if s > l ) an element c2 satisfying (31) really exists. 
Take now the complex c^dzZ^, where c3 is chosen as follows. We 
find all numbers satisfying 
(33) CaCsZWcZo — a,Z<*>— c2a2 'Z« 
and having the smallest length / 3 > 0 . If s>2 such a c3 exists. (This can be 
proved analogously as above.) From all numbers of the length k we choose 
an element 
C3 = C03 + Ci3<H h CM, 3 a f ' 1 
with c03=t=0, where c03 has the least possible positive value s i . 
We repeat this process just s times. The last element cs = cos + Ci„«+ 
H \-Cf-i,,af-1 is chosen as follows. We find first all elements cs of the 
least possible length having the property 
C.O.ZM c f Z o — O i Z W — CoOoZW Cs-ias-iZ^. 
Among them we choose an element cs whose first coordinate Cc.,4=0 has the 
least possible positive value s i . 
The rearrangement of the decomposition (30) into complexes has the 
final form: 
(34) Z0 = cifliZW + ha*Z<*> H \- csasZ<fc>, ci = 1. 
2. To prove our theorem it is sufficient to show that every element of 
the set 
fliCi, Ooc», . . . , a s c s , Ci = l, 
•can be written in the form 
a i f i + + a s I s V 8 ) . 
We shall prove more. We shall show that every a;Ci (1 ^ i ^ s ) can 
be written already in the form 
at Ci = aii i H h atli, | i , . . . , I ¡ £ Z , 
This follows by induction. The statement is true for / = 1 since 
a\ Ci =d\ = ai • lfc. Suppose that our statement is true for all atct, 1 ^ t < i . 
We. prove it for Let the element 
Ci==Coi + CnaH \ - c f - h i a f - 1 
18) Since every element £ Z0 arises from one of the a,c, (1 ^ L i ^ i s ) by multiplication 
by a suitable Ar-th power. • . 
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be of the length U. Let us construct the complex (c,—1 )aiZ(k) and let us 
consider the number 
Ci—1 = ( c o , — l ) + CuaH VCf- i . ia f - 1 . 
If Coi = 1, Ci—1 has a length less then c(. If 1, c,—1 has the same 
length /; but its first coordinate is less than the first coordinate of the num-
ber Ci. In both cases (with respect to the definition of the number ci) the 
complex (Ci—\)aiZM satisfies 
(c^Oa. -ZWcci f l iZWH b c i . j a i . i Z W . 
This means: there exists an index t^i—1 and such a number that 
(Ci—\)ai = c taM. By the inductive supposition we can write 
Citff = a i gf + a - J I H + fli-ilf-i • 
with suitable elements §i, . • . , I ; - i . Hence 
= o i l i l i + flaSlf + • • • + fli-i |~7lofc, 
i. e. 
m = ai • H g f + + •• • + ai-i l ^ o + 5i • Tk. 
Theorem 3 is completely proved. 
IV. 
Theorem 3 enables us to prove the following 
T h e o r e m 4. Let K be the derived field of an algebraic number field 
R(S) complete under a discrete valuation corresponding to a prime ideal p of 
./[#]. Let be further 
a) N(V) = pf,/2= 1, /7 > 2 ; 
b) v\\p; 
c) k>\, k = k0p^, (k0,p) = 1, i s 0 , ( k , p f - \ ) ^ p - \ -
p № 1 ) _ ] 
d) s = ^ ^ — ( k , p f — 1 ) , C i , f l 2 , . . f l s + i s + 1 integral elements 
satisfying Oi • a2 • • • owi ^ 0 (mod p). 
Then every number b£K can be written in the form 
6 = a i l i + a2 l iH b a » + i & i 
with suitable 5i, §2,..., £ K, 
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P r o o f . The proof will be — to a some extent — a repetition of the: 
proof of Theorem 2.19) Without loss of generality suppose b integral. 
We write again 
/ ( x ) — fliXi + • • • + — b 
and use the notations from the proof of Theorem 2. 
1. Suppose first (modp). According to Theorem 3 there exists a 
primitive vector vi = [§u ,§2i,. . . ,§,i] such that / (v , ) = 0(mod j.'+1). Let be. 
/ (v 0 = / ( § i i , • • §»i) = c-7f, 1, 7I"||/(YI), c£I. Find a vector 
[r}i,ri-2, . . . , r),} the components of which satisfy the relation 
(35) c + J > o f ^ t a s a - 1 / ? . = 0 (mod p).Wa) 
i—l J 
This is possible since c ^ O ( m o d p ) and at least one of the summands is 
^ O ( m o d p ) . Put iis — hi + Vi-rt"-1 and consider the primitive vector 
y-2 = [§12, §22,. - . , §.*>]• We have 
ft' 
/ ( • a ) = Z m ^ f — b = 
(36) = / ( v o ) + £ a > k 0 p ' & , r i i n m t + m i )§f r 2 / J r^ 2 ( m - ° + . • • • = ' i=i ¡=i v 2 
= [c + ±aik,(^)W1//,] + £cti%u2ifi ( j ) ^ 
The first bracket on the right is divisible by p in a power equal or greater 
than m + 1 2. According to the Lemma 4b for / ? s 3 , / i 2 , f f l - f i 1 
( k\ the expression I ^ JT'C™-') is divisible by p'+2. Hence the second term (and 
the more each of the remainig terms) is divisible at least by pi+2. Therefore 
for it holds certainly 
(37) / ( v 2 ) = 0 (mod p'+2). 
Let us remark further: if moreover m—1> 1 then (according to lemma 
4c) for p — 2 (I s 2) the expression j ^ jTt'i™-') is divisible at least by 
10) Theorem 2 is not merely a special case of Theorem 4. It should be noted expli-
citly that 
a) Theorem 2 holds also in the.case p'\p, where / > 1 . 
b) Theorem 2 holds also for p 12. 
c) Theorem 2 holds also in the case B. 
. This is the true reason for which we have found it convenient to prove Theorem 2 sepa-
rately. 
P P 19a) Note that since p||p, p | |* the quotient — is a unit in if, hence — £ / . n 31 
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pf+m-i+i = p.«+i Since m+\ + 2 the relation (37) holds in this case even 
for /7 = 2. 
We repeat the process used to the construction of the vector v,. 
Let be / ( V 2 ) = C'-.-T" ,' ) m'^t + 2, ;Rm'||/(v,), c £ /. Find, a vector 
[Sti ?«> • • ?«] the components of which satisfy the congruence 
+ = 0 (mod p). 
Put £73 = £i2 + ii-T'"'-' and consider the primitive vector V3 = [ ^ 3 , • • Is3]. 
We have 
. / ( • » ) = 'E a.- ( h + S. i r " ' - T - b = 1=1 
=--/(v2) H - g W & W - * + ¿ > ( 2 ) + • • • = 
. The first bracket on the right is divisible by p in a power at least equal to 
m'+ 1 ^ / + 3. Since m ' — w e see (according to Lemma 4c) that for 
p = 2, / ^ 2 the expression ^ jjiatm '~') is divisible by p in a power at least 
equal to t+(m'—t)+l =m'+1 ^ f + 3. Hence 
/ ( • i ) = 0 (mod pi+3). 
Repeating this process we get a sequence of primitive vectors v , , v S l v 3 ) . . . 
- s a t i s f y i n g / ( v , ) ^ 0 (mod p'f')-
Since the set of integers £ / which are (mod p) is compact we can 
choose a subsequence which converges coordinatewise to a primitive vector 
v. With respect to the continuity of the function / ( x ) this vector satisfies 
/ ( v ) = 0. 
This proves Theorem 4 in the case ¿ > ^ 0 ( m o d p ) with the supplemen-
tary result that we can choose = 0. 
2) Suppose ¿>=0(modp) . There would be possible to use the above 
argument if there existed a primitive vector [§n> . . . £ s l ] satisfying 
<38). 0 = fli^H Mslsi • (mod p'+1)-
We have seen in the remark to Theorem 2 that — in general — this is not 
the case. 
Consider therefore the element c = b—os+i- Then c ^ O ( m o d p ) . Accord--
ing to the proof sub 1 there exist s numbers . K with 
b—as+1 = ba»i£. 
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Hence 
6 = a,If + - " + a , £ Í + fl»n-lfc. 
Theorem 4 is completely proved. 
It follows from the proof just given: 
T h e o r e m 4a. Let the suppositions of Theorem 4 be satisfied with the 
modification that there are given only s integral elements au ..., K with 
axa2.. .a, (mod p). Then, if (38) has at least one non-zero solution, then 
every element b ^ K can be written already in the form b = a^ H [- a s , 
lit K. 
R e m a r k 1. Theorem 4 has been proved under the supposition p||/7. 
We show on a simple example that this supposition cannot be omitted. Let 
K=R{]f^b\, where p = [|' = 5], i. e. [p\ = [5] = ps, JV(p) = 5, / = 1 . 
Choose a, ==••• = a„ = 1 and k — 5. There exist numbers 6 £ # ( ^ 5 ) for which 
(39) 6 = tí-i h S (modp2) 
has no solution with integral §,,...,£„. for any s s 1. Such a number is for 
instance b — Y—5. The complete set of representantes of the classes (mod 
.[]/ —5]) is {0,1,2,3,4}. Representantes of the residue-classes (modp2) are 
the numbers c- + c,l''—5 (c„, c, = 0 , . . . , 4). The elements of the set are 
Z'"') = {T, 2,3, 4} (fifth power residues (modp2)). If (39) were solvable for 
b=-- it would be possible to write 1'— 5 = £ d i (mod [5]), 0 ^ d , < 5 , 
i .e . f — 5 — i / = 0 ( m o d [5]), where 0 ^ d < 5 . This is impossible since ^ 
is not an algebraic integer — 5). 
Let us look for where the proof of Theorem 4 fails in the case p''|/?, 
i s 2. Lemma 13 does not hold.2") But it can be proved (see for instance 0. 
Ore [8], p. .58) that it is always possible to find a number •/ satisfying (11) 
so that every residue <o (modp'') (for a ^ e where p''j|p) can be written in 
the form o> = D(y), where £>(-/) is a polynomial in y with rational integral 
coefficients. (Briefly: :t can be eliminated from Lemma 3.)21) Hence there 
would be possible to introduce the notions of the length and coordinates. 
But this y (and this is essential!) cannot be written — in general — in the 
form 7 = /3';(mod p'+1). Therefore we cannot say that every complex nZ ( t ) con-
20) F. i. in our example it is not true that every residue o> (mod p2) is of the form 
o = do (mod p2) where d0 = 0 , 1 , . . . ,24. (Only 5 of these residues are different.) 
21) in our example it is sufficient to choose y = K—5. Then the complete system of 
residues (modp2) can be written in the form c0 + c^ y (c0, c^ = 0,1 4). 
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tains an element Co+CjC + CjC -̂H ••• with c0 + 0, i. e. Lemma 14 does not 
hold.22) The induction used in the proof of Theorem 3 cannot be applied. 
R e m a r k 2. Theorem 4 was proved under the supposition p> 2. 
Consider now a prime ideal p with 7V(p) = 2 1 . Theorem 3 holds but 
is not sufficient to the proof of a theorem analogous to Theorem 4. 
k(k-\) For, if p|2 we have p1 TV so that for m—t = 1 the equa-2 
tion (36) implies instead of (37) only 
= 2 ) ^ (mod p'+2) 
and the right hand side is — in general — 5p0 (modp i+2). 
This can really take place as an example in the rational 2-adic field 
shows. Choose / (x) = x\ + xf + x|—7. Here p =p = 2, k = 2, i. e. /—1, s = 3 . 
The vector v, = [l, 1,1] satisfies (in accordance with Theorem 3) / (v , ) = 0 
(mod p'+1 = 2-). We have / ( V l ) = — 1-2S. The equation (35) is of the form 
(40 ) — I + ^ + ^ + ^EEEO ( m o d 2). 
This equation is soluble. But constructing the vector 
va = [ l + 2 ^ , 1 + 2 ^ , 1 + 2 » ; , ] 
we get 
/ ( v , ) = 4 ( - l + r a + r/2 + rj3) + 4(ij! + /¡2 + Tjl), 
i. e. /(v2) = 4(/?? + 7j2 + 7ji) (mod 2') and for 77; satisfying (40) we have clearly 
//? + 7j;j + 7 7 5 = 1 ± 0 "(mod 2), whence / ( v 2 ) ^ 0 (mod 23).23) 
This shows that Theorem 4 cannot hold in general for p — 2, at least 
not in the case if the number s keeps the meaning introduced above. 
But one proves immediately the validity of the following assertion. 
If for some s and a , a 2 . . . o s ^ 0 (modp) the congruence 
b = a ^ - \ (mod pf+2) 
has a non-zero solution (§10,..§*,)> then 
is soluble in K even in the case p|2. 
- ) In the case /?(V—5), p = (K—5], k = 5 there exist seven complexes: 
{0}, ={I»2,3j_4}, {l + ( ^ 2 + 2 l /=S , 3 + 3 ^ - 5 , 4 + 4 f = 5 } , {1 + 2 ^ = 5 , ' 2 + 4 y - 5 f 
3 + K=5, 4 + 3 ^ - 5 } , {2 + K - 5 , 4 + 2 y = 5 , 1 + 3 V - 5 , 3 + 4 f = 5 } , {1 +4V—5, 2 + 3 f = B ; 
3 + 2 ^ = 5 , 4 + K5}, { V—5, 2 f = 5 , 3 K=5, 4 f = 5 } . 
In the last complex there does not exist an element with the first coordinate ± 0. 
s3) It is clear, of course, in advance that I? + li + = 7 (mod 8) is not soluble with 
integral I», 53. 
On a type of universal forms in discretely valued fields. 29» 
The proof follows from the fact that for q > 1 Lemma 4 c) holds also in the 
case p = 2. In the step from the congruence (mod pi+-) to the congru-
ence (mod pt+3) we get always (i.e. also for p|2) a linear congruence which 
is soluble. 
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